
APPENDIX I

UNITS AND DIMENSIONS IN ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

Classical mechanics is characterized by the fact that its mathematical
formulation does not contain any fundamental constants inherent in the
theoly. Hence all physical larvs in classical mechanics "scale" perfectly
for any change in parameters over any arbitrary range of magnitudes. It
is customary, although not at all mandatory, to formulate classical me-
chanics in terms of three-dimensional cntit ies: mass (.r11), length (L), and
time (7) . The number could be increased, for instauce, by choosing the
constant K in the equation Volume: K (Length) 3 to bc different from
unity and to have dimensior.rs. The dimension L3 is customerily identif ied
l' i th volume by choice, not by necessity. Similarly, the uumber of funda-
mental units can be decreased by arbitrari ly defining certain constants to
be urrity and dimensionless. The couvetrtion c : lr, : 1 frequerntly used
in quantum-mechanical calculations is -such an example. In these units
L:  T:  l l I - t  a lb i t rar i ly .

We mention these examples only to indicate that the number of inde-
pendent dimensions is arbitrary even in classical mechanics, although con-
venience suggests a specific choice. In general, the greater the numbel of
dimensional entit ies chosen, the mole independent units can be chosen t,o
suit the orders of magnitude convenient for a particular purpose. It
should be remembered, horvever, that changing units or eveu nurnbers of
dimensions does rrot affect the physical corrtent of any equation if i t is
correctly interpreted.

In classical mechanics the IILT system is used conventioually, aud
hence the issues discussed above are usually not of interest. l ior electro-
magnetic theory, the conventions arc of morc recent origin and appcar
more controversial.

Electromagnetic theory differs from classical mechanics by the fact that
orre const&nt, c, the velocity of I ight in vacuo, appears as a fundamcntal
constant of the theory. Physical larvs thus "scale" correctly over arbi-
trary magnitudes only if ratios of length and time are held constant. In
this property electromagnetic thcory exhibits a feature rvhich special lela-
tivity extends to all larvs of physics.

If the i/1,? systcm is uscd in the mechauical cluantit ies in electromag-
netic theory, the constant c having dimensions l?-t rvil l  appea,r explicit ly.
Whether any additional dimeusional units arc introduced is entirely a
matter of convention. As an example, if in Coulomb's l lrv in thc folm
F : Kq1q2fr2 the constant K is chosen arbitrari ly to be dimensiouless,
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then the charge g automatically acquires the dimension 73t2X7lt2Z-r and
no basic units beyond those of XI, L, and ? need be specified. The justifi-
cation for this procedure is analogous to that for setting K in the equation
V : KLB equal to a dimensionless constant and thus giving a volume the
dimension ,L3.

If rve do not choose a dimensionless constant in one of the equatious re-
lating mechanical and electromagnetic quantities, then we retain the free-
dom of choosing one of the electrical units arbitrarily and assigning to it a
dimension. This has been done in what is called the mks system.

The particular set of units employed in this text is the mks system now
in fairly general use. The principal convenience of this system is that it
incorporates the common technical units-volt, ampere, coulomb, etc.-
and is thus particularly suitable for treating applications that involve both
"lumped " circuit parameters and fields. Since these technical units imply
that the unit of time is the second and also define the power simply in
n'atts, the natural choice of mechanical units are the meter, kilogram, and
second. With this choice of electrical and mechanical units the constants
€6 alrd ps in the equat ions

a -  QtQz trz 
,-  4Tes r l ,

(1)

F : #9 ff i '* tbz:'s fl1,v du2 e)+7r J J r i ,

can be determined once we have selected a basic electrical unit. We shall
postpone their numerical determination until rve have seen how the elec-
trical unit rvas chosen, but rve note that trvo constants, e6 and p6, &r€ c&r-
ried in thc equations nhen they are rvritten in mks units, although only
one constant, c, is fundamental to the theory.

Historically, a set of units (esu) was defined by using unity in place of
4zre6 in Coulomb's law, Eq. (1), and cgs units for mechanical quantit ies.
This defines the electrostatic unit of charge with mechanical dimensions
indicated above, and from this the units of potential, electric f ield, etc.,
are defi.ned. On the ot.her hand, if r,r'e set $o -- 4r in Eq. (2), and if cgs
mechanical units are used, the equation defines a unit of current (lvith
dimensions Mrt2LrtzT-t) called the electromagnetic unit (emu) or ab-
ampere. Units for other electrical quantit ies can be derived from the
abampere and the cgs relations. The charge densities and current densities
thus defined obey the relation

j"-u:  P"" '1,  (3)
U

rvhere c appears here as the measured ratio of the units. This ratio rvas
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first determined by Weber and Kohlrausch by measuring the discharge of
a capacitor whose electrostatic capacity rvas knou.n. A consistent set of
units (Gaussian units) is obtained by using the electrical quantit ies de-
rived from pesu &rld the magnetic quantities derived from j".u and carrying
c in the equations as the only constant.

As indicated in Eqs. (1) and (2), the mks system is commonly used in
its rat,ionalized f orm; the cgs units have been quoted in their unrationalized
form. A rational system of units cortains the factor 4lr in Coulomb's and
Ampdre's larvs of force so as to eliminate it in the Nlaxrvell field equations
which involve sources. General vector relations do not contain such
factors. The appearance of the geometrical factor is indicated mathe-
matically by the form of the Green's function. If-a source (such as a
point source) defines a problem in spherical symmetry, then in rational
units one obtains 4z'explicit ly in the resulting solution;if the source (such
as a line source) defines a fleld structure of circular symmetry, then 2zr
appears. A system of units analogous to the Gaussian system but in
rat,ionalized form is knorvn as the Heaviside-Lorentz system.

Historically, the ampere rvas taken to be exactly fr of the abampere, or
emu, of current. This fact enables us to det,ermine the magnitude of trre
in Eq. (2), since we have seen that the abampere is defined by setting
ps/4T : L It is customary to use the coulomb, not the ampere, as the
basic electrical quantity, and rve need only transform the defining equa-
tion of the electromagnetic systeir rvith all quantities of unit size into
mks units. Explicitly, in the electromagnetic cgs system,

ldyne:1(abampere)2

[since all lengths cancel on the right side of Eq. (2)], rvhich in mks ulrits
for which 1 abampere : 10 coulomb,/second, becomes

102 (coulonrbl2
(second) 2lo-5 nervton = 1o-5 kilggg*+:!9r : lq

secondz 1r

Fo : 4r x r0-7 u'!"5:ii+:j"' : 4r X 10-? lTY.(  c0ulomb )z meter

The constant e6 is norv obtained from the relation eopo: l/c2,

(  to '  I  \  / (coulomb)2 (second)2 farad\
' €0 : 

\+"., - s6n x lon/ \-ki6gremlmeterF- 
: 

*.t-r/

What has been done here is to define p6 in terms of the arbitrarily chosen
size and dimension of an electrical unit, whereupon eq is automat,ically

fixed if the system is to be consistent rvith the mechanical units and the e.u-
perimental value of the fundamental constant c.
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Electrical units rvhich are referred to mechanical standards via defining
relations containing fixed numerical constants are called absolute electrical
units. Actually, the accuracy with which the emu and esu could be rea-
lized in terms of their defining equations was until recently insufficient for
practical purposes: during the period when the accuracy of verification of
absolute units was inferior to the reproducibility of standards, the practical
units rvere based on such standards* as the international ampere and the
international ohm. Improvements in techniques have resulted in greatly
improved absolute electrical measurements, so that the former international
standards have been relegated to the role of secondary standards. Hence
the value Fo : 4r X 10-7 as an exact numerical constant refers to the
practical units as absolute rather than international units. Note that e6
in the mks system depends on the experimental relation betrveen the veloc-
ity of electromagnetic radiation to the length and time standards (although
po does not); this corresponds to the explicit presence of c in the Gaussian
and Heaviside-Lorentz systems. In the "natural" system the velocity of
light itself constitutes a standard. It is clear that an experimental meas-
urement of the velocity of light can only provide a measure of the ratio of
the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic radiation to the ratio of
Iength and time standards. Hence the resultant number can never have
any fundamental significance in an absolute sense, but is of great practical
utility in providing independent accurate means of relating the length and
time standards.

Clearly, the physical content of the fundamental relations is the same
in all systems of units. It is easy to translate the larvs of electrodynamics
from one system to another: for vacuum conditions, the relations in this
book are rvritten so that the transformation

cB-1. ---+ Bcarssiu.,

ee -- (4zr)-r,

ttoeo + l/c2

rvill effect a reduction to their Gaussian equivalents. Table I-2 contains
a brief summary of fundamental electromagnetic relations valid in uacuo
ai they appear in the various systems of units. For convenience in the
numerical conversion of units, a list of the most important conversion
factors is given in Table I-1. Table I-4 contains other numerical con-
stants and functional relations useful in applications involving atomic
particles.

* For example, the international ampere rvas defined as "the value of thi
unvarf ing current rvhich on passing through a solution of silver nitrate in rvater
in accordance rvith standard specifications deposits silver at the rate of
0.001118 gm per second."
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The situation regarding the equations in material media is somervhat
more complex than that for vacuum conditions and is frequently mis-
understood. To gain some insight into the problem, let us consider the
fundamental process by rvhich Nlaxwell's equations in media are generated
from the vacuum relations.

The vacuum source equations have the general form

D(F) : 5,

rvhere D is a linear differential operator acting on the field F aud S is the
source. In media S is broken up in terms of an "accessible" (macroscopic)
source S and an "inaccessible" source Sr, i.e.,

D(F):S+Se. (5)

S, is then derived from an auxiliary quantity I, by the same differential
operator D such that

So :  D(Fo)

and hence

D(F -  Fo):  S.

A partial field Fn - F - Fo camthus be defined such that

D(Fp) :  5,

i.e., such that this field is derived from the "accessible" (often called "true")
sources only. In Table I-3 this general statement is illustrated in terms of
the actual electrodynauric quantities.

Ambiguity arises because in this general formulation quantities of the
type Fo (i.e., P and M) appear in a dual role. On the one hand, in the
relations

Pr :  -V'P,

j ,y :VXM, (10)

P ar-rd M represent purely source quantities-they describe certain charge
and current distributions. In both relations. on the other hand. P and M
can be vierved as fields, namely, those electric or magnetic fields u'hose
sources are pp or jM respectively. In relatioDs of the type

(1)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

esE:D-P,

B/po: H + M,

(11)

(12)

as ryritten in the norv conventional mks system, P and E or B and M are
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given different units: P is measured in coulombs/meter2, rvhile E is in
volts/meter; M is in amperes/meter, while B is in rvebersfmeter2. This
convention emphasizes the roles of M and P as current and charge de-
scriptions. The "partial f ield" aspect is, however, equally valid, and is
somervhat obscured by the constants in Eqs. (11) and (12). In cgs units,
t rqs.  (11) and (12) become

E: D -  4zrP, B: Ht4z'M (Gaussian),

E: D -  P,  B:Hf M (Heavis ide-Lorentz).

Here the units of all quantit ies are the same, and hence the "partial f ield"
aspect is emphasized.

To solve field problems, it is in general necessary to specify the "consti-
tutive equation" giving P(E) and M(B). If these are of l inear form,
such as

P:eo(r- l )E, (13)

i t  is often said that E represents an "intensive variable" and P an "exfen-
sive variable," i.e., E is cause and P effect. This point of vierv is empha-
sized by the fact that E' 6P represents the differential of u'ork done in
this case. From this aspect the use of different units for E and P appears
justified. Actually the cause-effect situation is very much less clear rvhen
permanent polarization (electrets) or permanent magnets are considered.
It should be noted that the basic relations (11) and (12) are a.dditiue; on
the other hand, relations of type (13) are not at all general.

We may summarize by saying that the question of rvhether E, P, and D
(or B, M, and H) should have the same units is fairly irrelevant; in fact,
an urrderstanding of the dual physical function of P and M is the prin-
cipal requirement for clarity in the classical theory of electric and mag-
netic media.
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Te.sr,n I-1

CONVERSION FACTORS

Multiply the number of
mks units below

to obtain the number of Gaussian
(cgs) units of

current in abamperes
current density in abampere/cm2
charge in esu
charge density in esu/cm3
capacitance in cm
inductance in emu
energy in ergs
force in dynes
resistance in esu of potential per

abampere
resistance in esu
potential in esu
electr ic f ield intensity E in esu
eleetr ic displacement D in esu
magnetic flux in maxwells
flux density B in gauss

field intensity H in oersteds
conductivity in abamperes / cm2 /esu

of field intensity
magnetomotive force in gilberts

* In all conversion factors marked by an asterisk 3 is used for c,/1010, where
in this definition c is measured in cgs units. If higher accuracy is desired, & more
precise value of c must be substituted. Dul{ond and Cohen give c : 299792.5
km/sec. (J. \\ ' . X{. DuNIond and E. R. Cohen, 1961 adjustment of natural
constants, to be published in -{nnols of Physics and l{uouo Cimento.)

ampere
ampere/meter2
coulomb
coulomb/meterB
farad : coulomb/volt
henry : volt sec/ampere
joule
newton
ohm : volt/ampere

volt
volt/meter
coulomb/meter2
weber : volt second
weber/meter2
ampere-turns/meter
mho,/meter

ampere turns

10-1
l0-5

3 X 10e*
3 X 103*

g x 10-11*
l0e
107
105
l *

36

tx lot t*
l *

50o'
6 x to-n*
12a-X 105*

108
104

4r/103
3*

10

4r/10
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Tanr,o I-2

FUNDAMENTAT, ELECTRoMAGNETTc REL-{TIONS VALID "rN vACUo"

AS THEY APPEAR IN THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF TINITS

ru

z
F

I

niks (rationalized) Gaussian+ (cgs) Heaviside-Lorentz (cgs)
"Natursl" units

c:h:1
(rationalized)

Y .E :  p/eo Y.E :  4rp V'E: p v.E:p

E:* I r"- " :  I#^ e : f I r,. n=f I r"^
vXB:*(* . ' f )

f  /  " - \

, , "  /  ( l  
-  'of)x 'B = i;J ---;,-,,

VXB: n"t+:E

- [( '**'#)"n:J ---7-at

vxB: jn:H

/ / .  r  aB\.-
-  r  r \J- ;at)n 'B : o" J --]-- a'

vxn:;+f

,  [  ( t*  u#) '  .
B : GJ ----n -du

v.B:0

o*r:  -af ,
v.B:0

cVXE:- '#

V'B=0

cVXE:-#

v.B:0

vXO: - f f

F = e(E*uXB) r  = ' (n+ |x n) r : , (o+|xn) F:e(E*uXB)



I: t

B: VXA

E: -vd -#

A^
v' i**=o

dT

1 A,^
v.A-f ; r I=o

c. dt

B:VXA

B: -yd - :#

B: VXA

E: _vd _:  

"4

B:VXA

E: -vd -#

v. i+* :  o
dL

AAv.A+#:o

.tr"' has samc form as in
Gaussian units

AF,J
:_L- _ ;)
dxt

0 -cB.
clJ, 0

-cB, cB"
-r, -Ilo

at" ' r  j j

0t" €o

cB, !8"
-cB, -lD,

o +n.
-8" 0

F" has same form as in
Gaussian units

an' '"  - ; )
dTL

-/,
FJ

z
-
H

z

/,

I

a

o
FJ

/,
t
o
Fl

*-
\|

v. i+1*:  o
cot

v.A+:#: ,

v. i+1*:  o
coL

v.A+:"ry: ,

I o -8, B, +E,\
I  a,  o -n. iE" l
l -8" R, o +E, l
(-r ,  -8,  -E, o )

6F' l
_:Jfrr

d11

x In some tcxtbooks cmploving Gaussian units j is mcasured in esu.
that j appear.s *.ith a factor I /c.

In that case the equations arc those given herc except

t_
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Sonrc atotLic conslanl.s.'

cgs

Heaviside-Lorcntz
Name

2. Tt'nsion z of rvire carrying current t having same orbit in magnetic field as
particle of kinetic energy ? carrying elcctronic charge e.

mks

,c : t.rff'z + zf f,o

3.  Veloci ty u,  mornentum p, k inet ic encrgl '  I ,  total  encrgl '  E.

CgS

Gaussiarr

E^T
Lo Lo

D ^x:rp . t l  1\-  aT;- : -s l l r l rd=\/  t : l  f  i
5,r  r \co, /  'Et

k l7zruo+ r,
(  t  + r :0

T ,^ 1
-  = i , , :1,  ,  I  , . .  I
t t t )  

Vl  __ (12 . ! )

=./(*) '

:.(#
yD2-E' i

It

]i

(p,
.--i - :;

\ (cp)" -r- /tu

t  \ r
n f p I

\ \ "  I  ; r - t

* Thc nunrcl icul vl lr .rcs helc ale consistcnt rr i th those qivcu bt '  J. \ \ ' .  - \L
L)ul lonr l  xnd E. R. Cohcn. Ioc.  c i t .

2. t  1776

X 10-13 cm

:  2.81776

x 1o-1r 'nr

:  5.29166

X 10-s cm

ll. Relations uselul it energy of a particle is nteasured irt electron t'olts.*

Eo : moc2 : 0.51097 IIev for electron

Eo :  moc2 :  938.21 t lev for  proton

l. "i\Iagnetic rigidity" Bp of particle of kinetic energy ? carrying charge e.


